Sunday August 18th 2013
Lord Teach Us To Pray
Part Seven
Study Questions

1). Read Matthew 6:9-12 – What inseparable connections have we learned
about in these verses?

3). Read 2 Peter 1:3-7 – What might we learn about forgiveness in these
verses?
a). What does Psalm 133 have to say about brotherly love?
b). How should we understand dwelling together in unity and which
scripture did we look at in connection with this?

4). Read 1 John 2:9-11 – What do we learn in these verses about brotherly
love and how might unforgiveness be a part of this?
a). What is the solution to the negative side of these verses and why
would this be so?
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5). Read the first half of Matthew 6:13 – What can we know about the word
‘temptation’ and what is the purpose of the ‘temptation’ included in this
verse?
a). Which other scripture did we look at in connection with this?
b). According to this scripture how is the devil to be resisted and how
would this be possible?

6). Read Revelation 3:7-13 – Who is this letter to and what would we conclude
from it?
a). What is this group told in v8?
b). What are the works spoken of here and how would we know?
c). Which parable does the open door bring to mind and which verse did
we look at from it?
d). What is the basis for the distinction made in this verse and what
would it mean for those on the wrong side of the door?
e). If the church in Philadelphia pictures for us the wise virgins, where
would we find the foolish and what does the Lord say about them?
f). What does the church of the Laodiceans picture for us and where do
we find this prophesied?
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g). How do the Matthew 13 parables and the 7 churches in Revelation
provide us with the history of the ‘church’ as God sees it?
h). What would be true for individuals within this Laodicean period of
the ‘church’ and what OT example do we have for this?
i). What will be true for the ‘church’ in a general sense at the Lord’s
return and how would we know?
j). What should we do to make sure we end up on the right side of the
door?

7). Read Revelation 3:10 again – how should we understand what we read in
this verse and how would we know?
a). What does ‘the hour of trial’ describe, what is its purpose, and what
do we learn in foundation about how this is to be accomplished?
b). Why would the faithfully obedient be kept from this?
c). Where do we find this same testing mentioned in the ‘Gospels’ and
what is said there?
d). What might we say about the idea of an ‘hour’?
e). What is the problem seen in this verse and what is the solution
given?
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f). What would it mean ‘to watch’ and how should we pray?
g). Read 1 Corinthians 7:5 – explain how we see the same satanic testing
in this verse.
h). Where else do we also find God promising deliverance?
i). To whom is the promise given and how would these be the same as
the faithfully obedient?
j). Where in Peter do we also find the reciprocity between our faith and
God’s deliverance?
k). What is the context for what we find in these verses?

8). Read James 4:7-8 – What is the order of events that we see in v7?
a). What would it mean to submit to God?
b). How would this result in resisting the devil?
c). What is the end result of this?
d). What example does the Lord provide for this?
e). How does this connect with Revelation 3:7-10 and Matthew 6:13?
f). Any final thoughts for today?
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